










































Young Mandarin-Speaking Children's Understanding of Transitive and Intransitive Sentences
Lu JIANG, Etsuko HARYU
ɹThe meaning of a given verb roughly corresponds to the types of sentence in which the verb appears. Causative verbs typically 
appear in sentences with two noun arguments (a subject and an object), and non-causative verbs typically appear in sentences 
with one argument (a subject). The present study examined whether Mandarin-speaking children utilize the number of arguments 
to infer the sentence meaning involving a novel verb. Two, three, and four year-old children (N=40, for each age group) were 
shown two test videos depicting a causative and a non-causative event, and asked to choose one that matched the given sentence, 
a transitive or intransitive sentence involving a novel verb. The results showed that Mandarin-speaking two-year-olds could 
map a transitive sentence to a causative event. In contrast, both two-year-olds and four-year-olds had difﬁculty with mapping an 
intransitive sentence to a non-causative event. Mandarin Chinese allows dropping noun arguments. Thus, when children hear a 
sentence with two noun arguments, the sentence depicts a causative event. However, when they hear a sentence with one argument, 
it is difﬁcult to tell whether the sentence is either intransitive or transitive with an object omitted. In this respect, the children's 







΋ʹ͸ɼ ৽͍͠ಈࢺΛࣗಈࢺߏจʹ͸Ί͜Μͩจ ʢe.g. 








































ʢcausative meaningʣΛଳͼΔΑ͏ʹͳΔʢLidz, ; 





























































































ʢgoʣ ʯΛ lXiaozhu qu shizi.ʢThe pig goes the 
lion.ʣ z ͱ͍͏ଞಈࢺߏจͰఄࣔͨ͠Γɼ ʮdaiʢbringʣ ʯ


































ΔʢGoldberg, ʣ ɻͨͱ͑͹ɼLidz et al.ʢʣ΍


















































































































ࣇ໊ɼঁࣇ໊̕ʣ ɼ̏ࡀࣇ໊ʢM;.m, r;~m, 
உࣇ໊ɼ ঁࣇ໊̕ʣ ɼ ̐ࡀࣇ໊ʢM;.m, r;~m, 
உࣇ໊ɼঁࣇ໊̕ʣͷܭ໊Ͱ͋ͬͨɻଞಈࢺߏ
จ৚݅ͷ࣮ݧʹࢀՃͨ͠ͷ͸ɼ̎ࡀࣇ໊ʢM;.m, 
r;~m, உࣇ໊̓ɼ ঁࣇ໊ʣ ɼ ̏ࡀࣇ໊ʢM;.m, 

























·ͨ͸ʮShushu he ayi zai X.ʢܑ͓͞Μͱ͓࢞͞
Μ͕X͍ͯ͠Δʣ ʯͷߏ଄Ͱఄࣔͨ͠ɻҰํɼଞಈࢺ
ߏจ৚݅Ͱ͸৽نಈࢺΛʮAyi zai X shushu.ʢ͓
࢞͞Μܑ͕͓͞ΜΛX͍ͯ͠Δʣ ʯ·ͨ͸ʮShushu 










































Λಉ࣌ʹఄࣔ͠ͳ͕Βɼ ʮNi kan, ayi he shushu 
zai Xɽ ʢݟͯɼ͓࢞͞Μͱܑ͓͞Μ͕X͍ͯ͠Δɻ ʣ ʯ
ͱؒʹগؒ͠Λஔ͍ͯ̎ճ܁Γฦ͠ɼͦͷޙɼ ʮAyi 




Βɼ ʮNi kan, ayi zai X shushu.ʢݟͯɼ͓࢞͞Μ
ܑ͕͓͞ΜΛX͍ͯ͠Δɻ ʣ ʯͱ̎ճݴ͍ɼ ʮAyi zai 































































৚݅ʢt=., p=.ʣ ɼ̏ࡀࣇͷࣗಈࢺߏจ৚݅ʢt=., 












































































































Δ͜ͱ͕ͩɼ lwanʢ༡Ϳʣ z ͷΑ͏ͳࣗಈࢺΛ࢖͑͹ɼ
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